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“Every person is like another world. With its 

own language, cultures and traditions. 

Psychotherapists are translators between the 

worlds.”



My history of relationships with language

First period

lasting 5 
years

Second 
period

lasting 10 
years

Balance of 
love and 

knowledge
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How similar it 

is

to the spirit

of Positive 

Psychotherapy!



Integration of personal experience with PPT.
Cross-cultural aspects 

Psychotherapy                            Foreign language learning

Common:

1. Both psychotherapy and foreign language learning are gained for 
understanding another person.

2. Both of them are processes and couldn’t be just learned or remembered.

3. Both of them need special environment: psychothérapeutique milieu or 
lagunage milieu.

Difference:

1.   Psychotherapy covers more areas of our life – verbal and non-verbal. 
Language remains to the verbal spheres and communication.
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Integration of personal experience with main principles 
of PPT. Hope.

Hope

Balance

Consultation

1. Every student can gain his or her purpose in learning English. All that is needed is to create a suitable environment.

2. To become a Master in some sphere you need to spend 10 000 hours in your profession.

To start talk freely on foreign language you need to make 10 000 mistakes.

Transcultural features of studying English language 

in schools and Universities in Ukraine and Russia:

• exactingness of teachers

• devaluation of students' abilities

• lack of contact between the teacher and the 

students

• attitude towards language learning as a hopeless 

and unnecessary process

Psychotherapeutic learning 

group as a chance to get 

another experience of 

relationships with language 



Integration of personal experience with main principles of 
PPT. Balance.
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Hope

Balance

Consultation

Balance of love and knowledge in communicating

with participants of the group

PPT Model of Balance in English

language learning

discussing health, 

sport, national 

cuisine and so on

job, professions, 

hobbies of 

participants

family relationships 

of the participants, 

feelings, contacts 

with friend an so on

attitude 

towards 

future, 

dreams 

of 

particip

ants etc.

body contact

reading 

discussion 

personal points 

of view 

contact of the participants, 

interaction, feeling common 

processes

creating a 

metaphors 

in English, 

finding 

own 

senses etc.



Integration of personal experience with main principles of 
PPT. Consultation.

Usage of 5-steps model in group sessions
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Hope

Balance

Consultation

warm welcome circle, 
a story about yourself 

using the new 
vocabulary from the 

previous lesson

common reading of 
articles, books, 

parables, stories and 
so on; studying of 

models, definitions, 
principles of PPT in 

English

discussion of the 
grammar of the read 
text, discussion of the 
text, parable, history; 
exchange of points of 
view about its 
meaning, etc.

Observation                    Taking inventory              Situational encouragement          Verbalization                Expansion of goals 

student support;

reminder about 

10 000 

mistakes; asking 

students 

questions like

“must we know?”

what was new 

today? what was 

useful, what the 

student wants to 

take for himself, 

and what is not

a space for 

participant’s 

wishes and 

problems

participant’s 

history oh 

relationship with 

language

supporting and 

encouraging of 

students 

applying knew 

experience via 

talking about 4 

spheres of life

“What would you do 

if you know English 

well?”



Photo 1                                                                            Photo 2

Practical ways to integrate psychotherapy and learning 
English



Practical ways to integrate psychotherapy and learning 
English. Free reading.



Practical ways to integrate psychotherapy and learning English

1. Reading books of Nossrat Pesechkian (Kindle edition is good enough).

- parabels of Nossrat Pesechkian (finding transcultural common things and differences 

between native language and English language versions).

2. Listening

(free video of positive psychotherapists and trainers in the You-Tube channels like

PPT YouTube Channel)

3. Capacities

(forming lists of capacities and applying it for the parts of the text, for stories

and parabels)

3. Models and definition 

- models of balance;

- model of imitation;

- 5-steps model;

(discussion, deeper understanding and expansion of professional language)



Difference between

“It's in your hand” and  “Everything is in your hand”













The common effect of holding group

For me                                                                                    For participants of the group

expanding experience, 

deepening professionalism

The opportunity 

to share 

knowledge with 

colleagues

teaming up with 

colleagues for a 

common goal

contribution 

to 

professional 

development 

in the 

professional 

community

- hope. the group members have a hope 

that they will be able to learn the 

language and communicate in it with 

colleagues;

- freedom from stress. English ceased to 

cause so much tension among the 

participants;

- interest. the group members said they 

would like to continue as a professional 

conversation club and improve their 

speaking skills

During COVID lockdown holding such a group have “in the groove” effect.*

* - “in the groove” means joining together to achieve a joint result /from «Life is a 

paradise, to which we can find the key», Nossrat Pesechkian.



“I understood that process of learning language isn’t about just 
studying words, just understanding grammar.

It’s like psychotherapy – I couldn’t just read how to be a 
psychotherapist a I couldn’t just read how to understand another 
person. I need to go through a certain experience to do so.

This group was good transcultural experience for me and                 

for my practice.”

And at the end…




